Press Release: Most and Least Safe States for
Teen Drivers CarInsurance.com’s Teen Driver
Safety ranking by State
Can where you live determine how safe your teen driver is behind the wheel? A
new study by CarInsurance.com has found a wide difference in safety metrics
across all 50 states.
May 1, 2017 (Foster City, Calif.) – Motor vehicle accidents are the leading
cause of death for U.S. teens, but the way in which states and parents regulate
teen behavior can have a huge impact. A new analysis by CarInsurance.com
found safe driving environments for teens vary greatly by state, with Maryland
and New York ranking among the safest.
In contrast, Montana and North Dakota have the most dangerous driving
environments for teens.
The safest states for teen drivers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maryland
New York
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Massachusetts

The most dangerous states for teen drivers are:
51. Montana
50. North Dakota
49. Kansas
48. Wyoming
47. Alabama
This is the second year that CarInsurance.com performed this analysis.
Maryland and Massachusetts are the only states from last year's top three to
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again make the top three this year (Massachusetts and Alaska were first and
third respectively last year).
Montana and North Dakota are again the bottom two states this year. Last
year, Louisiana joined them as third from the bottom.
To identify the best and worst states for teen drivers, CarInsurance.com
analyzed five teen-driving metrics:






Number of teen driver fatalities per 100,000 population
Effectiveness of Graduated Driving License (GDL) components
Teen drinking and driving rates
Teen emailing/texting and driving rates
Average annual insurance costs for teen drivers

Results this year compared to last year
New winner this year:
 Maryland topped our list this year as the safest state for teen drivers,
after finishing second last year.
 The state had a low number of teen-related fatal accidents in 2015 (.3
per 100,000 residents) and has some of the strongest GDL laws in the
country.
 The new Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Youth Risk
Behavior Surveillance System results on driving and drinking or
texting were the major differences this year
Why last’s years No. 1 fell in rankings:
 Last year's safest state, Massachusetts, dropped to fifth place this year.
The Bay State continued having one of the lowest teen-related fatal
accident rate and strong GDL laws, which helped it to edge out California
and Virginia for the No. 5 rank.
 Massachusetts survey numbers were worse than Maryland's, which
contributed to Massachusetts dropping from the top spot.
The losers stay the same
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 On the other side, Montana and North Dakota remained in the bottom
two spots.
 Both states had a high per capita number of fatal accidents involving
teens, lacked strong GDL provisions, and experienced poor teen survey
results for drinking while driving and texting while driving.
To get complete rankings, see how states fared on individual metrics and to
read our methodology, view the full story “Teen driving safety: Least and most
dangerous states.”
About CarInsurance.com
CarInsurance.com, an independent quote comparison website, has been
offering drivers expert advice about the different types of car insurance and
how to shop for them since 2003.
Using a combination of industry expertise and information drawn from
thousands of online quotes delivered without obligation each
month, CarInsurance.com is a source for unbiased answers and data about
what consumers should expect from an insurance policy.
The site lets consumers compare multiple car insurance quotes online and
purchase a policy online in minutes.
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